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Reignbow LED Color Selector
EL-RDS24V-RGB 

Weight: 4 oz.
Length: 4 in.
Width: 2.25 in.
Height: 1.4 in.
Connector Type: RGB
Voltage: 12V-24V
Output: 1 channel
Maximum Load: 8A
Maximum Output: 96W (12V), 192W (24V)

The Reignbow LED Color Selector is a wall-mount LED Dimmer Switch that 
enables you to select the color of and dim any of our color-changing RGB LED 
strip light and light bars. With this LED color controller you can choose a single 
color from your RGB LED lights, so it’s the perfect accessory to get one color at 
a time instead of rotating color-changing lights. It’s also an LED dimmer that lets 
you dim the lights anywhere between 100% and 0%. This low voltage wall switch 
is ideal for those who want colorful--but not color-changing--smoothly dimmable 
and color-controllable LED lighting.

This Reignbow Color Selector and LED Dimmer Switch features two sliders: one 
changes the RGB LEDs color and one dims the light fixture. You can choose any 
level of brightness in the 0% to 100% PWM dimming range. Our Reignbow Color 
Selector allows you to smoothly and easily transition between all the colors of the 
spectrum.

The RGB LED strip or fixture and this LED dimmer must run on a 12V DC trans-
former, and can be powered by either a 12V hard-wired driver or a plug-in 12V 
adapter. 

This switch is not compatible with our 12V Dimmable Drivers.

This LED color controller fits into a standard light switch wall outlet and has two 
lead wires to connect to 12V DC power. It features a light bar-style RGB connec-
tor that is compatible only with RGB lights.


